1. Advanced Search in PubMed

**AND:**
- For specific, narrow searches
- Tells the database you want the words from every search box represented in the results

**OR:**
- Broadens, expands searches
- Good for synonyms, similar words, related words

**NOT:**
- Excludes words from your results
- Careful! This function also narrows your search

2. Clinical Queries in PubMed

Click "clinical queries" from the PubMed homepage

Choose articles that address therapy, prognosis, diagnosis, or etiology.


To access UTEP’s full text subscriptions via PubMed, do this on campus, or connect via the Campus VPN if not at UTEP

1. Click article title
2. Look in upper-right corner of screen for "Full text links"
3. If you are @ UTEP or connected to the VPN, links for UTEP’s full text subscriptions should appear here
4. No links? (a) double-check for article using Google Scholar (b) send article info to librarian to double-check for full text

For additional/further explanation + assistance, please contact your librarian:
Angela Lucero ^_^ (I’m here to help!)
ajmartinez5@utep.edu

Or contact any staff librarian at libanswers.utep.edu